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Go’s Birthday! 
 

 
 

Chapter V - Happy Birthday Go! 
 

Satoshi, Go, Pikachu and Raboot are walking back to Sakuragi Institute, they 
decided to stop earlier to buy some SUPER POTIONS and POKÉBALLS at the 
Pokémon Center because they used some SUPER POTIONS after the battle with 
Team Rocket and the gang always likes to be prepared for any situation with some 
extra items. 
 
The sky of the port city is turning yellow and soon it will be night time, the boys and 
their Pokémon walk lazily on the streets as they chat a bit, the streets near Sakuragi 
Institute are very silent because the rest of the carnival parade are all reunited in the 
center of the city for the competition to see who is the best parade of Vermilion City. 
 
The hot summer day of February is now getting a bit chiller like it always happens in 
summer as the night approaches, the breeze from the ocean brings a bit of cold but 
also makes the air more refreshing than other big cities, some of the lamplights of 
the streets, which are automated, are starting to lit a bit little by little to illuminate the 
night 
 
- I want to take a hot bath when I get home! Says Satoshi as he walks lazily with Go 
who is even more out of energy than Satoshi from all the fun they had today. 
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Go feels a bit of rumbling from his stomach - Yeah! I’m starting to get hungry again 
too! Satoshi laughs and says - This is good! Because... He stops and just smiles to 
Go teasing what will be the last surprise of his birthday. 
 
Pikachu with puppy eyes goes to Satoshi and cries - Pika Pika! Pikachu is exhausted 
and wants to Satoshi to carry him home, the Pokémon Trainer understands that and 
takes him to his arms,  
 
Raboot looks very exhausted too, Go looks to him and asks gently for him to not feel 
embarrassed about Go treating him like a kid and now he is a more of a teenager 
phase if you can say that Pokémon have a teenager phase  - Do you want to get into 
your Pokéball or do you want me to carry you Raboot?  
 
The Fire Pokémon blushes a bit and hides his face, Go understands the feelings of 
his Pokémon, so he says encouraging his Pokémon - Don’t give up Raboot! We’re 
almost there! Raboot gives back a mischievous smile and feels reinvigorated to keep 
walking. 
 
Since Raboot evolved him and Go are learning more about each other after an 
argument they had during his evolution, they are in better terms since they went to 
the Hoenn region to research about the migration of the Beautifly, Raboot felt that 
since he tried to learn the move EMBER as a Scorbunny that Go didn’t trusted him 
enough or pushed him to become a stronger Pokémon. 
 
Right now Go and Raboot are way better friends and are understanding each other 
better and this could have felt in today’s battle that Raboot understood Go’s 
commands and trusted him and Go trusted Raboot. 
 
The friendship with Satoshi helped Go understand Pokémon not only by their names, 
moves, habitats and characteristics but as living beings that need to be bonded with, 
become friends and evolve together, Go thanked Satoshi’s friendship in his heart. 
 
Satoshi is carrying Pikachu on his arms as he relax, he thinks how much he is doing 
the opposite of Go who catches a lot of Pokémon and rotate them in battle and 
exploration, he is relying too much on Pikachu for all the battles and research 
missions, since he caught Dragonite and Gengar he hasn’t caught any new 
Pokémon. 
 
The boy looks determined to the sky and thinks to himself that if he wants to defeat 
Dande and protect the people he loves he needs to make a complete team of six 
Pokémon like he did in the past. 
 
Go’s more strategy and analytical view of Pokémon and life has helped Satoshi not 
only trust his instincts but also the causes and consequences of his actions so he 
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know thinks more before he leaps and this doesn’t make him or his Pokémon weaker 
as he troughs, it actually made them stronger, Satoshi thinking of this gave a nice 
gentle push on Go shoulder’s who doesn’t know what Satoshi is thinking but he 
could felt what it meant as he smiled to him. 
 
Without even noticing because Go, Satoshi, Pikachu and Raboot were lost in their 
thoughts they finally arrived at Sakuragi Institute, they opened the black gate and 
they climb the stone steps to reach the double wooden front door of the porch to 
enter in the institute. 
 
- Go, are you with the key? Asks Satoshi as he takes his hands to both pockets and 
takes the bag out of his shoulder to see if he can find the key to enter the Institute. 
 
The boy looks puzzled at Satoshi and says a bit intrigued - You’re the one who took 
the key when we left and closed the doors of the institute Satoshi, but I’m going to 
see if I have a spare key. 
 
They all look for the key to enter in the institute but they can’t find it anywhere in their 
pockets or in their bags - I think I dropped it during the parade! Yells a frustrated 
Satoshi. 
 
Go gives an awkward smile to him and says -  Don’t worry, we can enter the institute 
by the digital lock door in the Sakuragi Park using our fingerprints. Satoshi forgot 
about that and he jumps in the air happily - Yeah! I forgot about this, let’s go! 
 
Satoshi, Go, Pikachu and Raboot turn right and they walk to the big glass dome, 
Sakuragi Park which is localized in the backyard of the institute, sometimes they 
used that alternative way to enter the institute when Sakuragi was doing some big 
presentation on the laboratory or they just wanted see their Pokémon, the boys open 
the glass door, Satoshi enters first very fast and then Go enters the dome but he 
couldn’t believe what happened next. 
 
- Surprise! Happy Birthday Go! Yells energetically and happily his mother, Ms. 
Kurune, his father, Mr. Ikuo, Professor Ohkido, Satoshi’s mother, Ms.Hanako, Sota, 
Koharu, Yoshino and Professor Sakuragi and even a lot of Pokémon joined to shout 
in their own way Happy Birthday to their Pokémon Trainer. 
 
Go just stood there blushing and in shock that they all organized a surprise party for 
him, he couldn’t even make a sentence out of his mouth, Satoshi then hugged his 
friend and yelled happily - They were all busy all day but the surprise was that they 
all would come back to your birthday bro! 
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- Professor Ohkido and Professor Sakuragi all helped to organize and do the car 
travels to bring everyone together! Says Go’s mother as she approaches and gives a 
hug and a kiss on her son who blushes a lot. 
 
- Go! I can’t believe you met Red Movies Media! Says Go’s father, a bit envious of 
his son’s super luck to meet the big internet celebrities as he gives his son a hug and 
a kiss in his head. 
 
Raboot and Pikachu, who knew about the surprise too, jump to Go and give him a 
hug - Rab Rab! Says Raboot giving him a warm hug and then going back to his aloof 
personality while Pikachu uses a THUNDERBOLT on Go because this is the highest 
level of greeting a Pikachu can give to someone, everyone laughs while Go is being 
electrocuted by Pikachu’s move and the Electric mouse Pokémon cries - Pikachu! 
 
Go falls on the ground and gets up removing a bit of soot from his face after the big 
THUNDERBOLT as everyone laughs by Pikachu over excitement to give Go a 
suitable Birthday greeting. Go says laughing and blushing a bit - Thanks Pikachu 
and Raboot!  
 
A big table with white cloth over it is full of amazing food for the birthday party, all the 
food is Go’s favorite like Brigadeiro, Curry, Juices, PokéSoda, Tomato Sauce Pasta 
and much more, a big chocolate carrot cake written Happy Birthday Go on it it’s on 
the center of the table with Go’s presents. 
 
His father and mom bought a brand new sneaker for his adventure, Sakuragi, 
Koharu and Sota bought for him a pack of Pokémon Trading Card Games Pack of 
Cinderace and there was also more presents like books, t-shirts and even more one 
Nintendo eShop Gift Card. 
 
- Happy Birthday Go! Says Professor Sakuragi drinking, as always, a big cup of 
coffee and giving a cheer for his Research Fellow, Yoshino joins her husband and 
gives a warm hug and kiss to Go’s cheek - Happy Birthday Go! Koharu and Sota 
follows her and give a big hug to Go who blushes and it’s holding a bit of tears 
because he is very emotional by how everyone is showing him they love him and 
they made time to celebrate his birthday with him. 
 
Koharu smiles and pets Go’s head - We wouldn’t forget your birthday! Sota says 
giddily - Yeah! Koharu and Sota are the oldest friends of Go. 
 
Hanako approached Go and gave him and Satoshi a huge hug and kissed both boys 
on their cheeks, for Hanako, Go is like a brother to her son and she loves how their 
friendship made Satoshi a better student at school and a bit less impulsive. 
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- Happy Birthday Go! Thanks for taking care of Satoshi. Hanako says making this 
time Satoshi blush a bit and he protests - Mom! It’s not like that all the time! 
 
Everyone laughs at what Satoshi said and the party starts, Go’s Pokémon also join 
the party as they eat their Pokémon Foods and even show some of their moves to 
Hanako, Go’s Father and Mom who never saw all the Pokémon Go cached. 
 
Satoshi and Go, along with Pikachu and Raboot, start to talk with Professor 
Sakuragi, Yoshino, Koharu and Sota all about their adventures today, the battle with 
Team Rocket, having lunch at Le Curry, meeting the guys from Red Movies Media 
and even about their soccer match. 
 
- Guys! Yells Go with his voice trembling a bit because there are a lot of people and 
feels a bit embarrassed by being pampered so much but he is loving his birthday 
party - Thanks to everyone for making my birthday the best birthday ever! I’m really 
grateful that everyone remembered my birthday and all the presents, attention and 
time you guys are giving to me. 
 
The guests of Go’s party all clap to his little speech and they start to party happily 
eating the food, chatting, playing with their Pokémon and having a lot of fun making 
this day not only special to Go but to everyone, precious memories they will 
remember forever as they take photos and videos to Pokégram. 
 
- This is the best birthday party ever! Yells Go very happy as eat a bit of brigadeiro 
and pets Raboot head who looks at him and smiles genuinely happy and the 
Pokémon says - Rab Raboot! 
 
Outside of the Sakuragi Park a black sports car parks with Maiku on the driving seat 
it with Jei on the right side seat and with Richi on the backseat sleeping because car 
rides make him feel sleepy, they arranged with Satoshi that they would make a 
surprise appearance in Go’s birthday party because they also want to meet Go’s dad 
because he is a huge fan of Red Movies Media. 
 
- This is where they live huh! Says Jei  a bit loudly looking through the window of the 
car, this wakes up Richi and he gives unconscious a kick to Maiku’s seat while he 
takes the key of the car but it falls down and the key is lost inside the car. 
 
Maiku gets surprised about Richi’s kick and he yells- Richi! This makes him jump on 
his seat hitting his head on the roof the car making Jei get surprised too and he puts 
his hand on the cockpit of the car and by mistake press one of the buttons of the 
luxury sports car triggering the airbags making Maiku, Jei and Richi trapped in the 
car. 
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- What an awful feeling! Yells Richi, Maiku and Jei super frustrated trapped in the 
airbag trying to get out of the car. 
 
Today Satoshi and Go have grown a bit alongside their Pokémon and they get closer 
to their respective dreams, not all days are about big adventures or Pokémon 
Battles, some days are all about having fun with your friends, family and enjoying 
life. 
 
Will Red Media Movies be able to get out of the car and participate in Go’s birthday? 
Will Go’s dad meet them? 
 
What more adventures awaits Satoshi and Go and their Pokémon tomorrow? 
 

THE END. 
 


